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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.KIRKUS REVIEW A religious thriller
structurally similar to The Da Vinci Code, with ancient Hindu Vedas replacing hoary Christian
mysteries. Mitra (If There Wasn t Death, 2006) has taken the notion of a possible fifth Veda-a sacred
Sanskrit text-and given it the international murder mystery treatment. Here, the discovery, and
subsequent disappearance, of an ancient diary sets a treasure hunt in motion, bringing the CIA, alQaida and unscrupulous scholars on the trail of an unwitting computer geek. Satya Vishalguri s
connection to the missing manuscript stems from his few dates with paper-expert Padmina, who
contacted him just before her murder. Teaming with Padmina s sister-the sharp-tongued
Veenalaxmi-Satya learns that Padmina had attempted to return the diary to Chatur Lal, her former
professor. The two set off for Delhi to confront Lal, now paranoid after his participation in an
expedition into the mountains north of Kabul, during which he both discovered and lost the
mysterious manuscript, save for one unintelligible page. Soon, a few suspect characters enlist their
aid to break its code: an ancient Sanskrit scholar; one of Lal s...
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Reviews
This written ebook is great. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i have go through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Simone Goyette II
This sort of pdf is everything and got me to searching forward and a lot more. Of course, it is engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing
literature. I realized this ebook from my i and dad encouraged this book to find out.
-- Miss B ella Volkma n Sr .
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